We construct a central Lie group extension for the Lie group of compactly supported sections of a Lie group bundle over a sigmacompact base manifold. This generalises a result of the paper "Central extensions of groups of sections" by Neeb and Wockel, where the base manifold is assumed to be compact. In the second part of the paper, we show that this extension is universal and obtain a generalisation of a corresponding result in the paper "Universal central extensions of gauge algebras and groups" by Janssens and Wockel, where again (in the case of Lie group extensions) the base manifold is assumed compact.
Introduction and notation
Central extensions play an important role in the theory of infinite-dimensional Lie groups. For example, every Banach-Lie algebra g is a central extension zpgq ãÑ g Ñ adpgq, where the centre zpgq and adpgq are integrable to a Banach-Lie group; integrability of g corresponds to the existence of a corresponding central Lie group extensions (see [16] ).
Inspired by the seminal work by van Est and Korthagen, Neeb elaborated the general theory of central extensions of Lie groups that are modelled over locally convex spaces in 2002 (see [11] ). In particular, Neeb showed that certain central extensions of Lie algebras can be integrated to central extensions of Lie groups: If the central extension of a locally convex Lie algebra V ãÑĝ Ñ g (with a sequentially complete locally convex space V ) is represented by a continuous Lie algebra cocycle ω : g 2 Ñ V and G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g, one considers the so-called period homomorphism per ω : π 2 pGq Ñ V, rσs Þ Ñ ż σ ω l where ω l P Ω 2 pG, V q is the canonical left invariant 2-form on G with ω l 1 pv, wq " ωpv, wq and σ is a smooth representative of the homotopy class rσs. One writes Π ω for the image of the period homomorphism and calls it the period group of ω. The important result from [11] is that if Π ω is a discrete subgroup of V and the adjoined action of g onĝ integrates to a smooth action of G onĝ, then V ãÑĝ Ñ g integrates to a central extension of Lie groups (see [11, Proposition 7.6 and Theorem 7.12] ).
In the following, a Lie group is always assumed to be modelled over a Hausdorff locally convex space.
Given two central Lie group extensions Z 1 ãÑĜ 1 q1 Ý Ñ G and Z 2 ãÑĜ 2 q2 Ý Ñ G, we call a Lie group homomorphism ϕ :Ĝ 1 ÑĜ 2 a morphism of Lie group extensions if q 1 " q 2˝ϕ .
In an analogous way one defines a morphism of Lie algebra extensions. In this way one obtains categories of Lie group extensions and Lie algebra extensions, respectively, and an object in these categories is called universal if it is the initial one. In 2002 Neeb showed that under certain conditions a central extension of a Lie group is universal in the category of Lie group extensions if its corresponding Lie algebra extension is universal in the category of Lie algebra extensions (see [12, Recognition Theorem (Theorem 4.13)]).
The natural next step was to apply the general theory to different types of Lie groups that are modelled over locally convex spaces. Important infinite-dimensional Lie groups are current groups. These are groups of the form C 8 pM, Gq where M is a compact finite-dimensional manifold and G is a Lie group. In 2003 Maier and Neeb constructed a universal central extensions for current groups (see [8] ) by reducing the problem to the case of loop groups C 8 pS 1 , Gq. The compactness of M is a strong condition but it is not possible to equip C 8 pM, Gq with a reasonable Lie group structure if M is non-compact. Although one has a natural Lie group structure on the group C c pM, Gq in important cases (see [13] ). It is possible to turn the group ΓpM, Gq of sections of a Lie group bundle G over a compact base manifold M into a Lie group by using the construction of the Lie group structure of the gauge group from [17] (see [10, Appendix A] ). The Lie algebra of ΓpM, Gq is the Lie algebra ΓpM, Gq of sections of the Lie algebra bundle G that corresponds to G. Hence the question arises if it is possible to construct central extensions for these groups of sections. This is indeed the case and was done in 2009 by Neeb and Wockel in [10] .
As mentioned above, one way to show the universality of a Lie group extension is to show the universality of the corresponding Lie algebra extension and then use the Recognition Theorem from [12] . In the resent paper [6] from 2013, Janssens and Wockel constructed a universal central extension of the Lie algebra Γ c pM, Gq of compactly supported sections in a Lie algebra bundle over a σ-compact manifold. They also applied this result to the central extension constructed in [10] : By assuming the base manifold M to be compact they obtained a universal Lie algebra extension that corresponds to the Lie group extension described in [10] ; they were able to show the universality of this Lie group extension.
In 2013, Schütt generalised the construction of the Lie group structure from [17] by endowing the gauge group of a principal bundle over a not necessary compact base manifold M with a Lie group structure, under mild hypotheses (see [15] ). It is clear that we can use an analogous construction to endow the group of compactly supported sections of a Lie group bundle over a σ-compact manifold with a Lie group structure. Similarly, Neeb and Wockel already generalised the construction of the Lie group structure on a gauge group with compact base manifold from [17] to the case of section groups over compact base manifolds.
The principal aim of this paper is to construct a central extension of the Lie group of compactly supported smooth sections on a σ-compact manifold such that its corresponding Lie algebra extension is represented by the Lie algebra cocycle described in [6] .
This generalises the corresponding result from [10] to the case where the base manifold is non-compact.
The proof, which combines arguments from [13] and [10] with new ideas, is discussed in Section 1. The main result is Theorem 1.28 where we show that the canonical cocycle
can be integrated to a cocycle of Lie groups. This result generalises [10, Theorem 4 .24] to the case of a non-compact base manifold. The crucial step is to show that the period group of ω is a discrete subgroup of Ω 1 c pM, Vq{dΓ c pM, Gq. This will be discussed in Theorem 1.25 and is the complementary result to [10, Theorem 4.14] .
In the second part of the paper (Section 2) we turn to the question of universality. Once constructed, the central extension it is not hard to show its universality because we can use the arguments from the compact case ( [6] ).
In the following we fix our notation: (a) For a fibre bundle q : F Ñ M with total space F , finite-dimensional base manifold M , projection q and typical fibre E we write E ãÑ F q Ý Ñ M . For the space of smooth sections of such an fibre bundle we write ΓpM, F q and Γ c pM, F q for the space of compactly supported smooth sections. (b) Let H ãÑ P q Ý Ñ M be a finite-dimensional principal bundle over a σ-compact manifold M with connection HP Ď T P and right action R : PˆH Ñ P . Given a linear representation ρ : H Ñ GLpV q and k P N 0 , we write
for the space of H-invariant k-forms on P and Ω k pP, V q hor ρ for the space of Hinvariant k-forms that are horizontal with respect to HP . Moreover, given a com-
for the analogous subspace in the horizontal case. We equip these spaces with the natural Fréchet-topology and write Ω 
(c) Given a manifold M , we write C 8 p pR, M q for the set of proper smooth maps from R to M . However, if F is the total space of a fibre bundle
Vq for the space of k-forms on M with values in the vector bundle V and support in K. Using the identification Ω k pM, Vq -ΓpM, Λ k T˚M b V q we give these spaces the locally convex vector topology described in [2] and equip Ω 1 Construction of the Lie group extension Convention 1.1. If not defined otherwise, H ãÑ P q Ý Ñ M denotes a finite-dimensional principal bundle over a σ-compact manifold M and h the Lie algebra of H. Moreover let G be a finite-dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra g and κ : gˆg Ñ V the universal invariant bilinear map on g (described for instance in [3, Chapter 4] ). Let ρ G : HˆG Ñ G be a smooth action of H on G by Lie group automorphisms, ρ g : Hˆg Ñ g be the derived action on g (hence ρ g ph, ‚q " Lpρ G ph, ‚qq) and ρ V : HˆV Ñ V be the canonical representation on V given by ρ V ph, κpx, yqq " κpρ g ph, xq, ρ g ph, yqq.
We emphasise that the assumption that H and G are finite-dimensional are not necessary to proof Theorem 1.26. Hence we obtain a generalisation of the Reduction Theorem [10, Theorem 4.14].
We write G :" Pˆρ G G for the associated Lie group bundle, G :" Pˆρ g g for the associated Lie algebra bundle and V :" Pˆρ V V for the associated vector bundle to H ãÑ P Ñ M . Let V P be the vertical bundle of T P . We fix a principal connection HP Ď T P on the principal bundle P .
Let D ρg : C In [10, Appendix A], where M is compact, Neeb and Wockel endowed the group of sections ΓpM, Gq of a Lie group bundle G that comes from a principal bundle P with a Lie group structure. They used the identification ΓpM, Gq -C 8 pP, Gq ρG and endowed the group C 8 pP, Gq ρG of G-invariant smooth maps from P to G with a Lie group structure by using the construction of a Lie group structure on the gauge group Gau(P) described in [17] . To this end they replaced the conjugation of the structure group on itself by the Lie group action ρ G . In the following Definition 1.2, we proceed analogously in the case where M is non-compact but σ-compact. As the construction from [10] is based on [17] , our analogous definition is based on [15, Chapter 4] , because [15, Chapter 4] is the generalisation of [17] to the non-compact case.
(a) We equip the group
and p@h P H, p P P q ρ G phq˝f ppgq " f ppqu with the infinite-dimensional Lie group structure described in [15, Chapter 4] . We just replace the conjugation of H on itself by the action ρ G of H on G. We emphasise that the functions f P C In the following definition we fix our notation for the quotient principal bundle. For details on the well-known concept of quotient principal bundles see e.g. [3, Proposition 2.2.20]. Definition 1.3. Let N :" kerpρ V q Ď H and H{N ãÑ P {N q Ý Ñ M be the quotient bundle with projection q : P {N Ñ M, pN Þ Ñ qppq and right action R : H{NˆP {N Ñ P {N, prgs, pN q Þ Ñ ppgqN . We write H :" H{N and P :" P {N . Let ρ V : H{N Ñ GLpV q be the factorisation of ρ V over N and π : P Ñ P {N the orbit projection.
It is well-known that V is isomorph to the associated bundle to
Moreover, we write HP :" T πpHP q for the canonical principal connection on P that comes from P (see A.2 (a)). We mention that π˚:
ρV is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces and an isomorphism of chain complexes (see A.2 (c)).
It is possible to show the following Remark 1.5 (b) by a more abstract argument using that under certain conditions the fixed point functor is exact (see [10, Remark 4.12] in the compact case).
Remark 1.5.
(a) If G is discrete we have
dR,c pP, V q fix and
Proof.
(a) If G is discrete there is only one connection on P namely HP " T P . Hence D ρV becomes the normal exterior derivative. (b) Let n :" #G and ω P B 1 dR,c pP, V q fix with ω " df for f P C 8 c pP, V q. For ϕ P C 8 c pP, V q and g P G we write g.ϕ :" ρ V pgq˝Rg ϕ and get
Moreover dp
We consider the map ψ :
and dp
It is left to show that ψ is surjective. If rωs P H 1 dR,c pP, V q fix , then rωs " r 1 n¨řgPG g.ωs and
Convention 1.6. We assume that the identity-neighbourhood of H acts trivially on V by ρ V . Hence H is a discrete Lie group. Moreover, we even assume H to be finite.
(a) The lemma simply says that dΓ c pM, Vq is closed in Ω 1 c pM, Vq. Hence it is enough to show that the subspace dC 
is a continuous vector space isomorphism. It is also an isomorphism of topological vector spaces, because pΩ c pP , Vis sequentially complete (see [13] ), hence the assertion follows from 
In this context Ω Remark 1.9. Considering the vector bundles V pGq from [6] , we have a vector bundle isomorphism V Ñ V pGq given by Definition 1.10. We fix x 0 P M , p 0 P P x0 and α P C 8 p pR, M q with αp0q " x 0 . Let α P C 8 pR, P q be the unique horizontal Lift of α withαp0q " p 0 . We define the group homomorphismα˚:
c pR, Gq, f Þ Ñ f˝α and the Lie algebra homomorphism
These maps make sense, because given f P C 8 c pP, Gq we have supppf q Ď q´1pLq for a compact set L Ď M . We get supppf˝αq Ď α´1pLq, because if f pαptqq ‰ 1 we get αptq P q´1pLq and so αptq " q˝αptq P L. Hence t P α´1pLq. Now we take the closure.
Moreover we define the integration map
This map is also well-defined: Let ω P Ω 1 c pP, V q ρV with supppωq Ď q´1pLq for a compact set L Ď M . We get supppα˚ωq Ď α´1pLq, because if pα˚ωq t ‰ 0 we getαptq P q´1pLq and so αptq " q˝αptq P L. On the other hand pα˚D ρV f qptq " pD ρV f qα ptq pα 1 ptqq " pdf qα ptq pα 1 ptqq " pα˚df qptq.
With Stokes' theorem ş 
where the group homomorphisms ψ i are given by the diagramme 
In order to show that (1) is commutative let f P C 8 c pP, Gq ρG . Then ρ G phq.f˝σ i pxq " f pσ i pxq.hq " f pϕ´1px, hqq for all px, hq P V iˆH . Hence ψ i pf˝σ i q " f˝α| W i .
To show that ψ i is a Lie group homomorphism it is enough to show that C 8 pV i , GqŴ 
Lemma 1.13. Given x 0 P M , p 0 P P x0 and α P C 8 p pR, M q with αp0q " x 0 we get
Hence the following diagramme commutes:
c pP, gq ρg we have
becauseα is a horizontal map. For f, g P C 8 c pP, gq ρg we get
The following Lemma 1.14 can be found in [10, Remark C.2 (a)].
Lemma 1.14. Let ϕ : G 1 Ñ G 2 be a Lie group homomorphism and g i the Lie algebra of G i for i P t1, 2u. Moreover let V be a trivial g i -module and ω P Z 2 c pg 2 , V q. Then we get
as an equation in the set of group homomorphism from π 2 pG 1 q to V . Lemma 1.15. Let x 0 P M and p 0 P P x0 be base points and α P C 
Proof. Let ω l P Ω Hence the following diagramme commutes: 
if we write V fix for the sup space of fixed points in V by the action ρ V . With Lemma 1.5 we see that
is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces.
Proof. We show that Φ defines a H-module structure. For h P H we calculate q˚rρphq˝ωs " rρphq˝q˚ωs " rρphq˝pq˝R h q˚ωs " rρphq˝Rhq˚ωs " h.q˚rωs.
For the first isomorphism in (6) we note . Let x 0 P M and p 0 P P x0 be base points and α P C 8 p pR, M q with αp0q " x 0 . Moreover, letα P C 8 pR, P q be the unique horizontal lift of α to P withαp0q " p 0 . We have the commutative diagramme Remark 1.22. Because q : P Ñ M is a finite covering, q is a proper map and so a curve α : R Ñ P is proper if and only if q˝α : R Ñ M is proper. Lemma 1.23. Let α : R Ñ P be a proper map. We define x 0 :" αp0q, x 0 :" qpx 0 q and α :" q˝α. Moreover let p 0 P P with πpp 0 q " x 0 andα : R Ñ P be the unique horizontal lift of α to P withαp0q " p 0 then
This implies ş
Proof. We have π˝α " α because α is the unique horizontal lift of α to P with αp0q " x 0 and π˝α is also a horizontal lift of α to P that maps 0 to x 0 . Hence ż
In [13, Remark IV.17 ] (where M is non-compact) Neeb extends a smooth loop α : r0, 1s Ñ M by a smooth proper map γ : r0, 8rÑ M to a proper mapã : R Ñ M such that for all 1-forms θ with compact support one gets ş α θ " şα θ. This construction is also used in the proof of the following Theorem 1.24. Theorem 1.24. If M is non-compact, we have
This means all forms in Π ω are closed.
Proof. Because π˚:
To this end let θ P Π ω and α 0 , α 1 : r0, 1s Ñ P be closed smooth curves in a point x 0 P P that are homotopic relative t0, 1u by a smooth homotopy F : r0, 1s 2 Ñ P . From Lemma A.4 we get that it is enough to show ş
θ. By composing α i respectively F ps, ‚q with a strictly increasing diffeomorphism ϕ : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s whose derivatives vanish in 0 and 1, respectively, we can assume that the derivatives of α i and F ps, ‚q vanish in 0 and 1 respectively, because ş αi θ " ş αi˝ϕ θ (forward parametrization dose not change line integrals).
Because M is non-compact, we find a proper map γ : r0, 8rÑ P such that γp0q " x 0 and all derivatives vanish in 0 (see [13, Lemma VI. 5] and composition with x Þ Ñ x 3 ). For i P t0, 1u we define the smooth map
Moreover, we define the smooth homotopy
: t P r0, 1s γpt´1q : t ą 1.
Hence we have α R i , F R ps, ‚q P C 8 p pR, P q for i P t0, 1u and s P R. We define α i :" q˝α i ,
The curves α 0 and α 1 are closed curves in x 0 and are homotopic relative t0, 1u by the homotopy F , because α i pjq " qpx 0 q " x 0 and F pi, ‚q " q˝F pi, ‚q " q˝α i " α i for j, i P t0, 1u. Moreover
: t P r0, 1s γpt´1q : t ą 1 as well as
: t P r0, 1s γpt´1q : t ą 1 and α R i , F R ps, ‚q P C 8 p pR, M q. We choose p 0 P π´1ptx 0 uq. Now letα R i : R Ñ P be the unique lift of α i to P with α i p0q " p 0 andF R : r0, 1sˆR Ñ P be the unique horizontal lift of F to P such that F R ps, 0q " p 0 for all s P r0, 1s. For i P t0, 1u we have ż
where the last equation follows from Lemma 1.23. Because of (7) 2 Ñ C c pR, Gq with Hp0, ‚q " σp‚q˝â R 0 , Hp1, ‚q " σp‚q˝α R 1 and Hps, xq " c 1G for all s P r0, 1s and x P BI 2 . We define Hps, xq " σpxq˝F R ps, ‚q for s P r0, 1s and x P I 2 and want to show that H is continuous. Let K Ď M be compact such that impσq " σpI
pKq as well as supppf˝F R ps, ‚qq Ď F R ps, ‚q´1pK q for s P r0, 1s. Hence supppσpxq˝F R ps, ‚q´1pKĎ F R ps, ‚q´1pK q for x P I 2 and s P r0, 1s. We have
Hence F R´1 pKq Ď r0, 1sˆR is compact. Therefore
is compact. We have supppσpxq˝F R ps, ‚qq Ď L for all x P I 2 and s P r0, 1s. Thus impHq Ď C L pR, Gq. Therefore it is enough to show that H : r0, 1sˆI 2 Ñ C L pR, Gq Ď CpR, Gq, ps, xq Þ Ñ σpxq˝F R ps, ‚q is continuous. We know that τ : r0, 1s Ñ CpR, P q, s Þ Ñ F R ps, ‚q is continuous and so the assertion follows from the following commutative diagramme
& & ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ CpR, P qˆC 
Let β P Π ω , α P C
Hence we get (8).
The following Theorem 1.26 is the analogous result to the Reduction Theorem ([10, Theorem 4.14]) by Neeb and Wockel. Theorem 1.26. If the structure group H and the Lie group G are not finite-dimensional but locally exponential Lie groups that are modelled over locally convex spaces and ω : g 2 Ñ V is not necessarily the universal continuous invariant bilinear form but just a continuous invariant bilinear form with values in a Fréchet space then Π ω is discrete if Π ω R is discrete in V . We emphasise that the base manifold M still has to be σ-compact and finite-dimensional and H still has to be finite, but we do not need to assume π 2 pGq to be trivial.
Proof. The only point (until now) where it was necessary to assume G to be finitedimensional and ω to be universal was in Lemma 1.21. Proof. The proof goes analogously to the case where M is compact. Therefore one can transfer the proof of [10, Theorem 4 .25] to this situation. Theorem 1.28. If G is simply connected and H finite then we find a Lie group extension
that corresponds to the central Lie algebra extension that is represented by ω.
Proof. We simply need to put Theorem 1.25, Theorem 1.27, [11, Proposition 7.6] and [11, Theorem 7.12] together.
Universality of the Lie group extension
In the first part of [6] Janssens and Wockel showed that the cocycle ω : Γ c pM,
Vq is universal if G is semisimple and M is a σ-compact manifold. In the second part of the paper they assume the base manifold M to be compact and get a universal cocycle ΓpM, Gq 2 Ñ Ω 1 pM, Vq. Then they show that under certain conditions a given Lie group bundle G ãÑ G Ñ M with finite-dimensional Lie group G is associated to the principal frame bundle AutpGq ãÑ FrpGq Ñ M . Hence they were able to use [10, Theorem 4 .24] to integrate the universal Lie algebra cocycle ΓpM, Gq 2 Ñ Ω 1 pM, Vq to an Lie group cocycle Z ãÑ { ΓpM, Gq 0 Ñ ΓpM, Gq 0 . At this point it was crucial that M was compact in order to apply [10, Theorem 4.24] . Once the Lie group extension was constructed, Janssens and Wockel proved its universality by using the Recognition Theorem from [12] (see [6, Theorem I.2.] ).
In this section we want to generalise [6, Theorem I.2.] to the case where M is not compact but σ-compact. This is not very complicated, because we can use Theorem 1.28. For this, we simply transfer the proofs from [6] to the non-compact case by using Theorem 1.28 instead of [10, Theorem 4.24] . For the convenience of the reader, we recall the arguments in the case where M is non-compact but σ-compact and G is simply-connected. Proof. Obviously it is enough to show that pAutpgqq 0 acts trivially by ρ : AutpgqˆV pgq Ñ V pgq, pϕ, κpx, yqq Þ Ñ κpϕpxq, ϕpyqq. Forρ : Autpgq Ñ GLpV q, ϕ Þ Ñ ρpϕ, ‚q and x, y P g we have Lpρqpf qpκpx, yqq " d id ρp‚, κpx, yqqpf q. Defining ev x : Autpgq Ñ g, ϕ Ñ ϕpxq for x P g we get ρp‚, κpx, yqq " κ˝pev x , ev y q.
We have d id ev x pf q " B Bt | t"0 expptf qpxq " f pxq. Hence d id ρp‚, κpx, yqqpf q " κpev x pidq, d id ev y pf qq`κpd id ev x pf q, ev y pidqq "κpx, f pyqq`κpf pxq, yq.
Because g is semisimple, derpgq " innpgq. For z P g we calculate Lpρqpad z qpκpx, yqq " κpx, ry, zsq`κprx, zs, yq " κpx, ry, zsq`κpx, rz, ysq " 0.
Convention 2.4. In the following we assume AutpGq :" AutpGq{ kerpρ V q to be finite. 14.] tells us that we get a central extension of Lie groups
Its corresponding Lie algebra extension is represented by ω.
The following theorem is the analogous statement to [6, Theorem I.2.] in the case of a non-compact base-manifold and simply connected typical fibre group. Theorem 2.6. The central Lie group extension Zˆπ 1 pΓ c pM, Gq 0 q ãÑ H Ñ Γ c pM, Gq 0 is universal for all abelian Lie groups modelled over Mackey-complete locally convex spaces.
Proof. According to [6, Theorem III.1] we just have to show that H is simply connected. Using [11, Remark 5.12] we have the long exact homotopy sequence (a) The vertical bundle of H ãÑ P q Ý Ñ M is given by V P " T πpV Pand HP :" T πpHP q is a principal connection on P .
(b) Given k P N 0 the pullback π˚: Proof.
(a) First we show T πpV P q Ď kerpT qq. For v P V P we get T qpT πpvqq " T qπ pvq " T qpvq " 0. To see kerpTĎ T πpV P q let T qpwq " 0. We find v P T P with T πpvq " w. Hence T qpT πpvqq " T q˝πpvq " T qpvq " 0. Thus v P V P and so w P T πpV P q. We know that π is a submersion. Hence T πpHP q is a sub bundle of T P . For the same reason we get T πpV P q`T πpHP q " T P . If T p πpvq " T p 1 πpwq with v P V p P , w P H p 1 P and πppq " πpp 1 q ": p we get
Hence 0 " T qpvq " T qpwq. Thus w P V p 1 P . Therefore w " 0 and so T p πpvq " T p 1 pwq " 0 in T p P . We conclude T πpV P q ' T πpHP q " T P . (b) Without loss of generality we assume k P t0, 1u, because the case k ą 1 is analogous to the case k " 1. First we show that π˚is well-defined.
Moreover if v P V p P we get T p πpvq P V πppq P and so π˚ω p pvq " ω πppq pT p πpvqq " 0. We show that π˚is bijective. For k " 0 let f : P Ñ V be a smooth map with ρ V pgq˝f ppq " f ppgq for all p P P and g P G. We definef : P Ñ V byf pπppqq :" f ppq. This map is well-defined because given p, r P P with πppq " πprq we find n P N with p " r.n and hence f ppq " f pr.nq " ρ V pnq˝f prq " f prq because N " kerpρ V q. Obviouslyf is smooth and π˚pf q " f . It is clear that π˚is injective. Now let k " 1. Again it is clear that π˚is injective. To see that π˚is surjective let
by ω πppq pT p πpvqq :" η p pvq for p P P and v P T p P . To see that this is well-defined we choose p, r P P , v P T p P and w P T r P with πppq " πprq and T p πpvq " T r πpwq. We find n P N with p " r.n. Because η r.n pT R n pwqq " η r pwq (N " kerpρ V q), it is enough to show η p pvq " η p pT R n pwqq. We have π˝R n " R rns˝π " π. Hence T π˝T R n " T π. Thus T p πpT r R n pwqq " T r πpwq " T p πpvq. Therefore we find x P kerpT p πq with T r R n pwq`x " v in T p P . Hence T p qpxq " 0, because T q " T q˝T π. So x P V p P and hence η p pxq " 0. The form ω is ρ V -invariant because for g P H, p P P and v P T p P we get pρ V prgsq˝R r gs˚ωq πppq pT p πpvqq " ρ V prgsq˝ω πppq.rgs pT R rgs pT πpv"ρ V prgsq˝ω πppq.rgs pT R rgs˝π pv" ρ V pgq˝ω πpp.gq pT πpT R g pv"ρ V pgq˝η p.g pT R g pvqq " ω πppq pT πpvqq.
Moreover ω is horizontal because given u P V p P with p P P we find p P P with πppq " p and v P V p P with u " T p πpvq. Hence ω p puq " ω πppq pT πpvqq " η p pvq " 0. Obviously we have π˚ω " η.
In order to show that π˚is an isomorphism of chain complexes we choose p P P , and v, w P T p P and calculate pπ˚D ρ V ωq p pv, wq " pD ρ V ωq πppq pT πpvq, T πpwqq "pdωq πppq ppr H˝T πpvq, pr H˝T πpwqq " pdωq πppq pT π˝pr H pvq, T π˝pr H pwqq "pπ˚dωq p ppr H pvq, pr H pwqq " pD ρV π˚ωq p pv, wq.
It is left to show that π˚is a homeomorphism. Because the corresponding spaces are Fréchet-spaces it is enough to show the continuity of π˚. We can embed Ω k pP , V q is a form on V y . We define q˚ω :"ω P Ω 1 c pM , V q byω x :"ω y x for x P V y . Now we show that this is a well-defined map. Let x P V y X V y 1 for y 1 P M with a y 1 -neighbourhood V y 1 that is evenly covered by pU y 1 ,i q i"1,..,n . After renumbering the sets U y 1 ,i we get q|´1 Uy,i " q|´1 U y 1 ,i on V y X V y 1 for i " 1, . . . , n. Hencẽ We note that q is a proper map, because it is a finite covering. Let supppωq Ď q´1pKq for a compact set K Ď M . If y R K then q´1ptyuq X q´1pKq " H. Hence q´1ptyuq X supppωq " 
Given ω P Ω Hence q˚˝q˚" id Ω 1 c pM,V q . We know that q˚factorises to a continuous linear map q˚: H Lemma A. 4 . Let E be a finite-dimensional vector space and θ P Ω 1 c pM, Eq. If for all closed smooth curves α 0 , α 1 : r0, 1s Ñ M such that α 0 is homotopy to α 1 relative t0, 1u we get ż Proof. Let q :M Ñ M be the universal smooth covering of M . First we show that q˚θ is exact. To this end we show that q˚θ is conservative. Let γ : r0, 1s ÑM be a smooth closed curve in a point p 0 that lies in the fibre of a point x 0 P M . BecauseM is simply connected, we find a homotopy H from γ to c p0 relative t0, 1u. Hence q˝γ is homotopy to c x0 " q˝c p0 relative t0, 1u. Therefore we get ż Equation p˚q follows from the assumptions of the lemma. Because q˚θ is exact we find f P C 8 pM , Eq with q˚θ " df . Hence we get q˚dθ " dq˚θ " ddf " 0.
Therefore dθ " 0 because q is a submersion.
